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Abstract
Changing environments present a number of
challenges to mobile robots, one of the most
significant being mapping and localisation. This
problem is particularly significant in vision-based
systems where illumination and weather changes
can cause feature-based techniques to fail. In
many applications only sections of an
environment undergo extreme perceptual change.
Some range-based sensor mapping approaches
exploit this property by combining occasional
place recognition with the assumption that
odometry is accurate over short periods of time.
In this paper, we develop this idea in the visual
domain, by using occasional vision-driven loop
closures to infer loop closures in nearby locations
where visual recognition is difficult due to
extreme change. We demonstrate successful map
creation in an environment in which change is
significant but constrained to one area, where
both the vanilla CAT-Graph and a Sum of
Absolute Differences matcher fails, use the
described techniques to link dissimilar images
from matching locations, and test the robustness
of the system against false inferences.

1 Introduction
Current Simultaneous Localisation And Mapping (SLAM)
systems are highly capable in large, static environments
[Milford and Wyeth, 2008], [Thrun and Montemerlo,
2006], [Montemerlo, et al., 2003], [Cummins and
Newman, 2011]. However, a key issue facing SLAM
systems is that most real-world environments exhibit
change over time; and, as environments change, a system’s
performance will degrade substantially. Much current
research is consequently investigating the challenge of
designing a mapping system that offers both high precision
and sufficient recall even when environments change. One
of the key lines of investigation is to store multiple
exemplars of each location representing key appearance
configurations [Churchill and Newman, 2012], [Biber and
Duckett, 2005]. Current approaches however are either
laser-based systems [Biber and Duckett, 2005], [Stachniss
and Burgard, 2005], [Meyer-Delius, et al., 2010], or build

up multiple exemplars in appearance space only, rather
than in a spatial or topological map [Churchill and
Newman, 2012]. In this paper, we demonstrate a method to
generate location matches when appearance matching
fails, using a method that fuses information about known
locations, topological map structures and dead reckoning
data. We use a real world dataset to demonstrate the
method enabling successful mapping of a selectively
changing environment, where a state of the art SLAM
system and simple appearance-based matcher fail. We
also demonstrate how such techniques can be used to build
up multiple exemplars of physical location using vision.
Our system makes a few key assumptions. The first
assumption is that at least some parts of the environment
remain visually recognisable. On the other hand, in order
for the system to provide a benefit over existing
localisation systems, some parts of the environment must
change sufficiently to become unrecognisable by standard
place recognition methods. The second assumption is that
there is accurate local odometry available, whether via
wheel encoders, GPS or a visual odometry system.
Finally, we assume we have access to an underlying
SLAM system capable of reporting occasional loop
closures when the environment has not changed.
The paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2, we
review state of the art approaches to building map
representations that suit long term robot operation. Section
3 briefly reviews the underlying SLAM system
CAT-Graph used in this work, then presents details of the
odometry-driven inference method. Section 4 describes the
robot platform, data acquisition process and testing
environment manipulations. Section 5 presents results
showing CAT-Graph+ localising successfully where
existing mapping and recognition systems fail, and using
odometry validation techniques to avoid false inferences.
The paper concludes in Section 6 with discussion and
future work.

2 Background
In this section we briefly review the main approaches to
localisation and mapping in changing environments. We
look first at techniques developed in laser-based SLAM
that create multiple representations of locations. We then
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describe some methods used to create and update visual
maps in changing environments. Finally, we consider
some systems that use topological and graphical
information to infer information about the world.
2.1 Laser-based mapping in changing environments
A number of laser-based SLAM systems create maps that
allow multiple representations of some or all locations in
the environment. In [Biber and Duckett, 2009] an
environment is represented by multiples maps that are
updated on different timescales. This allows temporary
change in the environment to not completely overwrite
mapping data; transient changes are filtered out over time
whilst static elements remain.
[Stachniss and Burgard, 2005] defines an occupancy
grid map in which the optimal number of configurations
for each local sub-map is determined via fuzzy k-means
clustering. For example, in an indoor environment a
doorway might have multiple configurations (open, shut,
ajar) whilst other areas might require more or fewer
combinations. [Meyer-Delius, et al., 2010] proposes a
notion of temporary or “semi-static” local maps which are
used to maintain robot localisation whilst they describe the
robot observations well, and are then deleted when they are
no longer useful. However, this method assumes that a
static reference map has been provided.
2.2 Vision-based mapping in changing environments
A number of vision-based mapping systems provide map
updating capabilities, so that as an environment changes
the map changes to reflect the new state.
The
biologically-inspired SLAM system RatSLAM [Milford
and Wyeth, 2010] performs graph consolidation by using
density-based pruning to remove the oldest node from a
physical area. Using this method, RatSLAM performed
one of most successful persistent navigation experiments
to date – operating autonomously in an uncontrolled
real-world environment for two weeks.
Another
biologically-inspired
approach
to
processing
environmental change in vision-based topological
mapping [Dayoub and Duckett, 2008] proposed a
hierarchical memory model for deciding what features
should remain in a location representation. Selective
attention and rehearsal mechanisms determine what is
updated from sensory to short-term and long-term
memory; and similar methods also determine what features
are gradually forgotten.
An assumption in many of the laser-based and
vision-based models is that the robot localisation is
sufficiently good that it can localise at all times in order to
create these representations of location. One approach to
vision-based mapping in changing conditions avoids this
assumption by not attempting to link dissimilar
appearances to the same physical location [Churchill and
Newman, 2012]. Instead, a robot will generate plastic
maps of experiences and localise within these.
Localisation within experiences provides a neat solution to
the problem of unrecognisable environments, but in doing
so potentially sacrifices valuable spatial and topological

information about the relative position of locations in the
world.
2.3 Topological approaches to changing environments
Another way to resolve the problem of matching locations
under appearance change is to apply relative position and
robot odometry information to infer topological
information about locations regardless of appearance
matching. In [Milford and Wyeth, 2012] and [Badino, et
al., 2011] sequences of images were used to match
locations despite dramatic changes in lighting and weather
conditions. Such sequential image matching algorithms
are susceptible to pose change, so the robot must traverse a
nearly identical path on each iteration.
Graphical and topological information can also be
used to correct data association errors. In [Sunderhauf
and Protzel, 2012] and [Olson and Agarwal, 2012] false
positive appearance matches were identified and corrected
using graph optimisation techniques.
Successful
correction has been demonstrated even when the number of
false positives is extremely large.
In this paper we draw on many of these concepts to
create visual-based maps that allow multiple
representations of location, and use topological methods to
match locations when appearance change occurs. The
next section presents our extensions to an existing mapping
system CAT-Graph, which enable it to use motion
information to in effect learn multiple exemplars of a
location, combining the key characteristics of both types of
approach.

3 Approach
In Section 3.1 we describe CAT-Graph, the SLAM system
on which we develop the underlying the odometry-driven
node fusion algorithms. We then present CAT-Graph+ in
Section 3.2; specifically the algorithms that enable linking
of locations driven by odometry, regardless of visual
appearance change.
3.1 CAT-Graph
CAT-Graph is an appearance-based localisation system
[Maddern, et al., 2012a] where the localisation probability
is sampled via a particle filter that depends on both the
similarity of the current observation to the particle’s
predicted value and the robot motion probability. The
output of CAT-Graph is a graph G where each node Nm is
associated with a visual observation zm and each
connecting edge emn encodes the appropriate odometry
update umn and covariance Σmn. G is not globally metric,
but it forms a connected manifold that contains a locally
Euclidean local graph construct. The local graph centred
at particle pi contains all nodes Nm and edge emn within a
given radius of pi and is used for particle updating and loop
closure detection.
CAT-Graph models the location probability using a
set of np particles. Each particle pi is associated with a
particular edge emn and is located at a fractional distance α
along emn. Each particle pi has a binary direction value di
that represents the direction along the trajectory that pi will
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be propagated, allowing for forward-backward path
matching.
At each time step k, the position yki of particle pi is
updated according to the control input uk and di, the
direction value of pi. The position update has added
Gaussian noise wk with covariance Σk. Using a local
graph construct, the position on the graph xki that
minimises the distance to yki is calculated. The likelihood
of this new position on the graph is calculated via:
1
P ( x ik | y ik , Σ k ) = exp( − [ x ik − y ik ]T Σ k−1[ x ik − y ik ])
2

(1)

CAT-Graph uses a bag-of-words representation to model
the observation zm at the location of node Nm, and
calculates the observation likelihood at a node using a
method closely based on FAB-MAP [Cummins and
Newman, 2008]. However, CAT-Graph extends the
appearance calculation to a continuous observation model
where a point on the robot trajectory between nodes Nm and
Nn also has an associated observation likelihood generated
by interpolating between the observations zm and zn. In
this work a simple piecewise linear model is used:
P( z ik | z m , z n , α ) = αP (z ik | z m ) + (1 − α ) P (z ik | z n ) (2)
Each particle weight is updated according to the position
likelihood and visual likelihood as follows:
wik = wik −1 P (z ik | z m , z n , α ) P( x k | u k , Σ k )

(3)

When the number of highly weighted particles is clustered
with sufficient density in a particular physical location,
loop closure is deemed to have occurred. Once again the
local graph construct is used to provide a concept of
Euclidean space to the graph. Each particle pi is assigned
a location hypothesis value determined by the sum of all
the particle weights within a user-defined radius dh:
Pk ( pi ) =

∑w

k
j

(4)

| p j − pi | < d h

The best hypothesis at time step k is considered to be the
particle with the largest location hypothesis value Pk(pi).
If this hypothesis is greater than the user-defined threshold
Th, a loop closure is defined between the current location
and the particle’s position on the graph. CAT-Graph will
add a new edge to the graph, between the current location
and the matched location of the loop closure.
Linking loop closure nodes in the graph provides a
similar mechanism to providing multiple exemplars for a
location. This new edge will aid localisation in future
traversals by providing information about how different
appearance nodes are spatially connected.
In order to avoid particle deprivation, CAT-Graph
resamples particles when the effective sample size (ESS)
drops below a user-defined threshold. The ESS is defined
as in [Liu, et al., 2001]:

ESS =

np
1+

1
np

∑

n p , wnew
j

(5)

[n p w kj − 1]2

The new place likelihood wnew is the weighting of a new
location not on the existing robot path and is calculated via:

wnew =

1
P(z k | z avg ) P(u avg | u k )
np

(6)

Here zavg and uavg represent average observation and
average control values and are determined from training
data.

3.2 CAT-GRAPH+
CAT-Graph provides state of the art performance in
environments which do not vary a great deal in appearance
[Maddern, et al., 2012b], [Maddern, et al., 2012c],
[Maddern, et al., 2012a]. However, like most existing
SLAM systems it is not intended to operate in
environments in which the appearance of locations
changes drastically over time. In this paper we develop an
addition to CAT-Graph that enables localisation and
matching even when visual similarity is low.
The particles in CAT-Graph are updated according to
the likelihood of both the position and the visual
appearance as in Equation 3. However the position
likelihood and visual likelihood are separate factors within
the probability update so the particles can in theory be
updated using only one or the other. It has been shown
(using a precursor to CAT-Graph known as CAT-SLAM)
that in some cases, it is possible to achieve a small amount
of loop closure using solely odometry likelihood
[Maddern, et al., 2012b]. An exclusively odometry-based
system with no visual front-end will perform poorly
overall, but in environments where the visual appearance
of places is not guaranteed, odometry has the potential to
out-perform a fused visual-odometry method over short
distances.
This paper proposes an enhancement to CAT-Graph
where an odometry-only particle filter runs in parallel to
the full visual-odometry particle filter.
The
odometry-only particle filter exploits knowledge about the
robot path to infer tentative loop closures in areas where
the full particle filter is not successful. These inferences
are validated by the full particle filter once a new visual
loop closure has occurred.
The details of the odometry inference step are as
follows. At time step k, there is an odometry particle filter
of np particles running in parallel to the full particle filter.
Each odometry particle is propagated according to the
same rule as stated in Equation 1:
1
P ( x ik | y ik , Σ k ) = exp( − [ x ik − y ik ]T Σ −k 1[ x ik − y ik ]) (7)
2
However, the particle weight will update according to only
the position probability, omitting the observation
likelihood:
wik = wik −1 P( x k | u k , Σ k )

(8)
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The odometry is subject to a local validation step, to
confirm that the new robot path is indeed following the old
robot path. Suppose the most recent loop closure
occurred at time j, and linked position xj to a previous robot
position yj’. The position of xk relative to xj is calculated
from the robot control input ujk to be:
xk = f ( x j , u jk )

(9)

via the motion model in Equation 10:

 x + ∆x cos(θ + ∆θ ) − ∆y sin(θ + ∆θ ) 
f ( x, u ) =  y + ∆x sin(θ + ∆θ ) + ∆y cos(θ + ∆θ )  (10)


θ + ∆θ
Similarly, the position of yk relates to a place on the robot
trajectory from some previous time step that we will denote
k’, and the position of yk’ relative to yj’ can be calculated
via:
(11)
yk ' = f ( y j ' , u j ' k ' )
If the Euclidean distance between xk and yk’ is less than a
user-defined tolerance value dloc, a possible loop closure is
generated for validation by the visual system.
If a (visual) loop closure occurs, any loop closures
inferred by the odometry particles must be validated to
ensure that the odometry particles have correctly predicted
the robot path. Suppose the visual loop closure is at
position yp, whilst the odometric hypothesis places the
robot at location yp’. The Euclidean distance between yp
and yp’ is calculated, and if it is less than a user-defined
tolerance dtot the odometry inferences are accepted as valid
and added to the graph.
Furthermore, at a visual loop closure (whether or not
the odometric inferences have been successfully
validated), the odometry particles will be reinitialised to
the same values as the visual particles. Thus the odometry
is always being propagated along the trajectory from the
last known good state of the system.
In the case where the environment remains visually
static, the system will perform identically to standard
CAT-Graph. At the other extreme, if the environment
changes completely, the visual particle filter will not
succeed, and the odometry inferences will never be
validated. The odometry inference step is designed to
provide improved location matching in the intermediate
case, where some (but not all) of the environment has
changed.

4 Experimental Setup
The performance of CAT-Graph+ was tested to see how it
performed in an environment which experienced change in
some areas. The selected environment was one in which
CAT-Graph had previously been successfully tested in this
environment [Maddern, et al., 2012c] so it was known that
high-quality baseline operation could be achieved.
However, the nature of the environment – indoors,

artificially lit and relatively static – made it difficult to
engineer genuine environmental change that would
confound a robot equipped with a laser scanner or a
panoramic camera. For this reason, the environment was
subject to slight physical variations, and the robot’s
sensory input was restricted to a small image patch so that
it could not effectively localise in the changed environment
using existing place recognition methods.
In this section, we describe the testing environment;
the physical variations made to the environment; the data
capture platform; and the image processing required to
restrict the robot’s sensory experience of the world.

4.1 Testing Environment
The selected testing area was an indoor office environment
(see Figure 2). A sample test path is shown on the floor
plan in Figure 1. On the first traversal, the environment
surrounding the robot path was kept clear, whilst on the
second traversal part of the environment (shaded blue in
Figure 1) was manually changed by adding and removing
furniture (see Figure 3).

Figure 1. Sample test path

Figure 2. Panoramic view of a section of the test environment

Figure 3. Test environment with changed furniture layout
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Figure 5. Occupancy grid map used for ground truth

Figure 4. The Pioneer 3DX data capture platform.

4.2 Robot Platform
The experimental data was collected using an Adept
Pioneer 3DX robot (see Figure 4) driven by remote control.
The Pioneer's wheel odometry was logged at 10 Hz.
4.3 Image Processing
Images were captured at 7.5fps using a BaslerA310fc
camera and a panoramic mirror. The images were
unwrapped to 960 × 240 panoramic view. This camera
system was chosen to be identical to the set-up used in an
earlier experiment [Maddern, et al., 2012c] in order to
maintain equivalent baseline operation. The image was
restricted to a forward-facing patch of 261 × 101 pixels
(see Figure 6 for examples), representing a field of view
comparable to many perspective cameras of approximately
100° × 45°. This image patch was tested to ensure that
operation in the static parts of the environment was not
significantly affected whilst localisation in the altered parts
of the environment was sufficiently difficult. Features
were extracted from the image patch using SURF [Bay, et
al., 2008].
4.4 Ground Truth
In order to provide metric ground truth, data from a
Hokuyo URG04LX laser scanner was logged at 10 Hz.
Offline, this data was processed using AMCL [Fox, et al.,
1999] via the ROS framework [Quigley, et al., 2009].
For ground truth, a previously generated occupancy
grid map was used (see Figure 5). This occupancy grid
map was generated using a SICK LMS-291 laser scanner,
and processed using the Gmapping algorithm [Grisetti, et
al., 2007] to 5cm resolution.

Figure 6. Sample image data showing different configurations of the
same location.

4.5 System Parameters
Table I provides a list and description of all the key visual
algorithm parameters and values for CAT-Graph. The
parameters were selected to mirror published CAT-Graph
results on the same environment [Maddern, et al., 2012c].
Table II lists the additional parameters required for
CAT-Graph+; namely the distance thresholds for odometry
validation.
TABLE I
CAT-GRAPH PARAMETER LIST
Parameter

Value

np
Th
dh

1000
0.8
1.0 m
0.0

p(zi=1|ei=0)

Description
Number of particles
Loop closure threshold
Hypothesis distance
FAB-MAP detector model
parameter
FAB-MAP detector model
parameter

0.61

p(zi=0|ei=1)
Q

0
0 
0.005
 0

0
.
05
0


 0
0
0.05

Tess

0.3

2

Motion covariance
ESS Threshold

TABLE II
CAT-GRAPH+ PARAMETER LIST
Parameter

Value

dloc
dtot

2.0 m
1.0 m

Description
Local odometry validation threshold
Total path odometry validation threshold
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5 Results
In this section we demonstrate how visual change within an
environment affects CAT-Graph, and another image-based
localisation system. We then show the performance of
our location linking software on this environment, and
demonstrate some example location matches. We also
demonstrate a case where path validation ensures that
incorrect odometry matches are avoided.
5.1 CAT-Graph localisation in changing environments
For this test, two path traversals were used. The first
traversal occurred when the corridor was empty and the
second was captured after the corridor had been filled with
furniture. At each time step, CAT-Graph outputs an edge
index and an edge fraction. These represent the system’s
best guess as to where on the previous trajectory the robot
current is. CAT-Graph also computes a hypothesis value
(calculated as in Equation 4) which can be interpreted as a
confidence measure on the match. A high hypothesis
implies a highly probable match, whilst a low hypothesis
implies an unlikely match. Figure 7 shows CAT-Graph’s
hypothesis output on the second traversal. Most of the
environment was unchanged, except for the area
represented by frames 150 and 350 in which visual change
has occurred within the robot’s field of view. From
Figure 7 shows that CAT-Graph’s localisation hypothesis
is high outside the changed region, but within the changed
region from frames 150 and 350 the hypothesis is much
lower.
Figure 8 shows the distance error between the robot’s
current position and the match CAT-Graph reports. In the
areas where CAT-Graph’s hypothesis value is high (that is,
the localisation is being reported with high confidence),
CAT-Graph matches to the first traversal with remarkable
accuracy. However, in the areas when the hypothesis
value is low, the distance errors are large. It can be
concluded therefore that any straightforward parameter
change to increase CAT-Graph’s response in the changed
regions will drastically increase the false positive matching
rate.

Figure 8. Error values (in m) for CAT-Graph location
matching demonstrating the effect of environment change
between frames 150 and 350.

5.2 Image matching in changing environments
To demonstrate how another vision-based localisation
system [Milford and Wyeth, 2008], [Milford and Wyeth,
2012] performed on this environment, we ran a simple
sum of absolute differences matcher on low resolution
(16x8 pixels) images of the same region used in the
CAT-Graph experiments, using every second frame and a
sliding horizontal matching window of 2 pixels (providing
approximately 12 degrees of rotational invariance). The
template recognition threshold was tuned to the point at
which it was just generating false positive matches, which
can be seen at around frame number 180. As can be seen
from Figure 9, the template matcher is unable to recognise
templates from the changed part of the corridor.

Figure 9. Template matching in a changed
environment.

5.3 CAT-Graph with added odometric inferences
Figure 7. CAT-Graph location hypothesis values
showing effect of environment change between frames
150 and 350.

In this section we show the effect of using the odometric
inference method described in Section 3.2 in addition to
conventional CAT-Graph. The experiment performed in
Section 5.1 was repeated, but using an odometric particle
filter as well as the full particle filter. In most of the path,
the visual particle filter is successful, so the results are
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unchanged. The path with visual loop closures marked in
red is shown in Figure 10(a). However, in the regions
where no visual loop closures occur, a number of tentative
odometry-driven links are formed, and are validated when
CAT-Graph subsequently re-localises. The additional
odometric loop closures are shown in Figure 10 (b). The
solid red lines are the visual loop closures, and the dashed
black lines are the additional odometry loop closures.
It is important that the loop closures inferred by
CAT-Graph+ are within acceptable tolerances for the
system. Figure 11 shows the distance errors for both the
visual and odometry loop closures as measured by the
ground truth system. Overall, the mean of the distance
errors for visual loop closures was 0.17 m, whilst the mean
of the errors for the odometry loop closures was 0.24 m.
The mean error for the odometry loop closures is larger
than the visual loop closure mean, but it remains bounded
by 0.4 m – and in fact the maximum error for the visual
loop closure exceeds the maximum error for the odometry
loop closure.
Furthermore, the tolerances for the
odometry loop closure system used here were quite
generous – 2.0 m for the local tolerances and 1.0 m for the
total path tolerance, and could be selected to be smaller if
higher precision localisation was required.

Figure 11. Distance errors in loop closures due to
CAT-Graph (black lines) and CAT-Graph+ (red lines).

5.4 Matched location representations
The intended application of CAT-Graph+ is to enhance
visual localisation systems by creating multiple
representations of each location, thereby increasing the
chances of future localisation. Figure 12 shows a few
location images matched by CAT-Graph+ during this
experiment. Images (a), (c), (e) and (g) are from the first
traversal, and images (b), (d), (f) and (h) are the matched
location images from the second traversal. Image pairs
(c)-(d) and (e)-(f) are particularly good examples of
multiple location exemplars being created, as the visual
change in these areas is significant.

Figure 10. (a) visual loop closures due to CAT-Graph
(solid red lines); (b) visual loop closures due to
CAT-Graph (solid red lines) and odometry-driven
inferences due to CAT-Graph+ (dashed black lines).

Figure 12. Location exemplars matched by
CAT-Graph+. Images in the left-hand column are from
the first traversal whilst images in the right-hand column
are from the second. By comparing static parts of the
environment such as columns and pictures, it can be seen
that the image pair in each row is from the same location
and thus represent a correct match.
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5.5 Dealing with Split Paths
CAT-Graph+ has a dual level of validation to counteract
the risk of false inferences occurring. The first level is the
local odometry validation that happens at every time step,
and ensures that within the parameters of the robot’s
motion model, the same path is being traversed. The
second validation occurs after visual loop closure, and tests
the correctness of the odometric particle filter’s belief – if
the odometric hypothesis posits the robot in one place, and
the vision system determines the robot is somewhere else,
the odometry-driven hypothesis is shown to be unreliable
and the discredited inferences are discarded.
CAT-Graph+’s validation process was tested in a
situation where the visual environment changed because
the robot deviates from the original path. The path, along
with the successful visual loop closures, is shown in
Figure 13(a). Gradually the tolerances dloc and dtot were
increased until false inferences began to appear (see Figure
Figure 13(b) and (c)). The results of the parameter
variation tests are summarised in Table III.
TABLE III
PARAMETER VARIATION
dtot (m)

Mean
error
(m)

dloc (m)

Number of
errors

Largest
error (m)

0.5

0

-

-

1.0

0

-

-

2.5

0

-

-

5.0

0

-

-

7.5

0

-

-

10.0

0

-

-

0.5

8

1.76

0.16

1.0

22

2.68

0.41

2.5

72

7.03

4.47

5.0

238

7.34

6.19

7.5

245

11.42

6.23

10.0

245

11.42

6.23

10.0

12.5

Figure 13. The effect of parameter selection on false
inferences. Visual loop closures due to CAT-Graph
(solid red lines) and odometry-driven inferences due to
CAT-Graph+ (dashed black lines) for (a) dtot = 10.0m, dloc
= 5.0m (b) dtot = 12.5m, dloc = 2.5m and (c) dtot = 12.5m,
dloc = 5.0m.

Table III does not show results for dtot smaller than 10.0m,
as no odometric false inferences were generated. It
should be noted that the largest distance between visual
loop closures as measured by the robot odometry was
23.9m, so in this case a path error tolerance of over 40% of
the length of the path was necessary to generate any false
inferences. The local path tolerances also act as a guard
against false inferences. Even for a dtot of 12.5m a strict
local path tolerance restricted the number of false
inferences. For example, a dloc of 2.5m eliminated 70% of
the false inferences allowed by a dloc of 5.0m.

6 Discussion and Future Work
In this paper we demonstrate a method of linking
appearance representations of physical locations even
when visual place recognition is not possible. Given an
underlying visual recognition system capable of
performing occasional loop closures between unchanged
locations, our method can improve the system’s
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performance in changed areas of the environment by
applying odometry-based inference along paths that are
bounded by known visual loop closures.
One possible application of an odometry-driven
inference model is to help maintain the performance of the
underlying vision recognition system by providing
feedback about the new appearance of the world. The
updated information can be integrated into the visual
system’s maps to minimise system degradation over time.
Like any localisation method, there are extreme cases
where this method will prove ineffective. The most
obvious case is where the environment changes so
completely that no location can be identified by the
underlying visual recognition system. If that happens,
odometry-driven inferences will be generated by the
system, but they will fail to be validated visually and any
system benefits will be lost.
Odometry-driven inference requires an accurate visual
recognition system, and is susceptible to incorrect visual
loop closures. In future a correction step using graphical
measures such as Switchable Graph-SLAM [Sunderhauf
and Protzel, 2012] will be included to increase robustness
of the mapping system. It is important to recall that the
odometry-driven system may propagate an incorrect visual
loop closure into a larger number of odometry loop
closures, thereby putting pressure on Switchable
Graph-SLAM’s capacity to correct errors. To avoid such
a risk, the system will maintain a hierarchy of loop
closures, use Switchable Graph-SLAM to correct the
visual matches, and then “turn off” the odometry loop
closures that depend on an incorrect visual match.
Odometry-driven location matching could be used
alongside other techniques in a hierarchical model of loop
closures. Low-resolution featureless approaches such as
[Milford and Wyeth, 2008] and [Milford and Wyeth, 2012]
could prove complementary in performance to
feature-based techniques. Feature-based models could be
bootstrapped onto the low-resolution matches, thereby
providing a method of learning more about how
environmental change operates.
Further work in this area will include improving the
odometry particle filter hypothesis to include a “new
place” likelihood, as is used for the full CAT-Graph
particle filter. This would eliminate the need to perform a
local validation step on the CAT-Graph+ hypothesis, by
including the validation in the particle update step.
CAT-Graph+ will also be tested in larger environments,
under different forms of environmental change, and in
combination with other persistent navigation techniques
such as those described in Section 2. It is hoped this
contribution will complement those techniques in our
search towards a full spatio-temporal mapping solution.
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